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The oldest strata present in the Swales Mountain area
are part of the Roberts Mountains allochthon.

These include

the western-facies Ordovician Vinini Formation and unnamed
transitional-facies Devonian limestones.

The Vinini Forma-

tion comprises dark cherts and black to brown shales
deposited in a deep-water oceanic environment.
limestones include numerous lithologies:

The Devonian

calcarenite, cal-

cisiltite and calcilutite in thin-bedded turbidite sequences,
dacryoconarid-bioclastic calcarenite and calcisiltite,

crystalline limestone, laminated quartz-silty dolomite, and
pebbly lime mudstone.

These rocks were deposited in an

outer shelf or slope environment.

The autochthonous Paleozoic sequence consists of

Antler limestone turbidites of the redefined Kinderhookian
Camp Creek sequence.

The lower unit of the Camp Creek

sequence is characterized by black hemipelagic carbonate
mudstones with sparse thin sandy limestone interbeds;
conodonts from the lower unit indicate an age somewhere

within the spans of the sandbergi to isosticha-Upper crenulata Zones.

The upper unit consists primarily of easterly

derived quartz-sandy limestone turbidites, which were
deposited during isosticha-Upper crenulata Zone time.

These

rocks were deposited at bathyal depths in the Antler foreland basin ("flysch trough"), which was actively subsiding
through much of Early Mississippian time.

The Roberts Mountains allochthon at Swales Mountain
consists of the Ordovician western facies rocks with

Devonian transitional facies rocks at its base and in
imbricate thrust slices.

The allochthon was obducted onto

continental crust during late Kinderhookian and early
Osagean time; as it progressed over the foreland, Devonian
outer shelf and slope strata were incorporated in its basal
parts.

The allochthon moved into the map area by the

end of isosticha-Upper crenulata Zone time, cutting up
through the strata of the Camp Creek sequence.
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DEVONIAN AND MISSISSIPPIAN STRATIGRAPHY OF
THE SWALES MOUNTAIN AREA,
ELKO COUNTY, NEVADA
INTRODUCTION

Purpose

This study was undertaken to map and carry out
biostratigraphic and petrologic investigations of middle

Paleozoic rock units exposed in the Swales Mountain area
(Figures 1,2).

The area was chosen because, although

previously mapped by Evans and Ketner (1971), questions
remained regarding the nature of the Devonian and Mississippian rocks and hence their paleogeographic and tectonic
significance.

The objectives of this thesis include:

(1) the

description of the geology and stratigraphy of the rocks
selected for detailed study,

(2) the placement of the units

in a time-stratigraphic framework,

(3) the interpretation

of the depositional environments of these rocks,

(4) the

correlation of these units with similar rocks in the Great
Basin region and (5) the development of an understanding of
the area's significance in the regional picture.

This

information is pertinent to the reconstruction of sedi-

mentologic regimes and to the understanding of the middle
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Paleozoic paleogeography and depo-tectonic history of the
region.

In particular, the area provides an important key

to the understanding of the Antler orogeny and the timing
of emplacement of the Roberts Mountains allochthon.

Location and Accessibility
Swales Mountain is the southernmost peak in the
Independence Range (Figure 2).

The map area is situated in

the eastern half of the Swales Mountain quadrangle and in a
very small part of the northwest quarter of the Adobe
Summit quadrangle, Elko County, Nevada.

The area occupies

about 71/2 square miles (19.4 km2) on the eastern flank of

Swales Mountain and lies approximately 18 miles (29 km)
northwest of the city of Elko.

Access is gained by

numerous dirt and gravel roads from the south and east.

The area is partly privately owned ranch land and partly
under the jurisdiction of the Bureau of Land Management.

Previous Work

The earliest published information on the Swales

Mountain region is part of a reconnaissance survey of Elko
County (Granger and others, 1957).
Ketner et al.

Investigations by

(1968) were stimulated by the area's supposed

similarity to the Carlin gold mine district 13 miles to the
west.

They assessed the mineral potential of the area and
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Figure 3.

Summary stratigraphic section for the thesis area.
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concluded that zones of anomalous metal occurrences are
small (including gold, silver, molybdenum, copper, lead,

and zinc) and that extensive disseminated gold deposits may
occur in the so-called Roberts Mountains Formation (=Camp
Creek sequence, lower unit, of this report; Figure 3).

J. G. Evans and K. B. Ketner (1971) mapped the area to a
scale of 1:24,000, tentatively correlating the lowest
autochthonous strata with the Silurian-Lower Devonian
Roberts Mountains Formation.

They also mapped the over-

thrust plate as the Ordovician Vinini Formation, with
secondary thrusting of undifferentiated Devonian limestone.

Ketner (1970) reported that the area is tectonically
significant, as the Roberts Mountains thrust was emplaced
after the deposition of the Kinderhookian carbonate turbidites exposed at Camp Creek.

His earlier studies with

J. Fred Smith in the Pinyon Range, to the south, had
bracketed the age of thrusting to late Late Devonian to
late Kinderhookian time (Smith and Ketner, 1968).

More recently, and unknown at the time to this author,

Anna Dombrowski of the University of Iowa collected
conodont samples from the area and discovered that the beds
assigned to the Roberts Mountains Formation by Evans and
Ketner (1971) are Early Mississippian in age (A. Dombrowski,
pers. commun., unpub. data, 1980; 1981).

Her work became

known to this author while the same discovery was being
made, also based on conodonts.

7

Terminology
The carbonate classifications of both Dunham (1962)
and Folk (1962) have been used in this report.

While

Dunham's scheme is generally more useful in the field, it
is not as suitable for use with the carbonate strata
encountered in the mapped area for two reasons:

(1) his

classification is based on depositional texture, which in

many of these rocks has been partially or completely
obliterated by diagenesis and/or contact metasomatism and
(2) his data base for this classification was primarily

shallow-water rocks, whereas this report deals with deepwater carbonates.

Stratification and splitting properties

are described using the terminology of McKee and Weir (1953)
wherein laminated refers to strata 2 mm. to 1 cm.

(about

1/16 to 1/2 in.) thick, very thin-bedded refers to strata
1 to 5 cm. (about 1/2 to 2 in.) thick, thin-bedded refers
to strata 5 to 60 cm.

(about 2 in. to 2 ft.) thick, and

thick-bedded refers to strata 60 to 120 cm.

(about 2 to 4

ft.) thick.

Methods

Field work was completed during the 1979 field season.
It involved mapping Paleozoic units, measuring and
describing stratigraphic sections (using Jacob Staff and
Abney level), and collecting samples for lithologic and

8

and paleontologic analysis.

The area was mapped to a scale

of 1:12,000 using enlarged 71/2 minute quadrangles as a base.

Aerial photographs were used as an aid in determining
structures.

Seventy thin sections were analyzed, most of

which were stained to distinguish between calcite and
dolomite.

Twenty-two 20 lb. samples were collected and

processed for conodonts; extraction involved splitting and
then etching samples in dilute formic acid.

Claudia Regier

did the heavy liquid separation and hand picked the conodonts from the heavy fractions.

Conodonts were identified

and assigned an age by Gilbert Klapper at the University of
Iowa.
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GEOLOGIC SETTING

During Devonian time (according to the Heckel and

Witzke model, 1979, text-figure 2), Nevada was located in
the southern dry tropical trade-wind belt.

The paleo-

equator was oriented in a present-day north-south direction.

As the continent migrated northward, the location of the
paleoequator changed from an Early Devonian position in
eastern Alaska to a Late Devonian position extending
through California, Oregon, and Washington (Heckel and
Witzke, 1979, text-figure 2).

This migration continued

through Mississippian time, so that the paleoequator was
located along the Appalachians by Late Pennsylvanian time
(Heckel, 1977; Heckel and Witzke, 1979).

Thus, the thesis

area was probably located at or near the equator in Early
Mississippian time and would subsequently have entered the
Northern Hemisphere.

The generally north-south-trending Cordilleran geosyncline was the dominant structural feature controlling
early and middle Paleozoic sedimentation in the western
United States.

Several models have been proposed for the

depo-tectonic setting of the continental margin.

In one,

the structural framework consisted of a broad continental
shelf bordered on the west by a marginal basin and island
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arc system (Churkin, 1974; Burchfiel and Davis, 1972, 1975;
Poole et al., 1977; Speed and Sleep, 1980).

In another

model, deposition is postulated to have occurred along a
stable continental margin formed by late Precambrian

rifting; this setting is analogous to the present-day
Atlantic coast (Stewart, 1976; Stewart and Poole, 1974).

Further, an island arc-marginal basin system could have
developed to the west of the stable shelf sometime during
early to middle Paleozoic time (Churkin, 1974).

However,

according to Ketner (1977), detrital constituents of the

western facies rocks were not derived from a volcanic
archipelago.

From east to west (shelf to basin), early and middle
Paleozoic deposition occurred in distinct lithofacies
belts:

(1) the shallow shelf assemblage including lime-

stones, dolomites and quartz arenites (miogeosynclinal
deposits);

(2) the transitional assemblage including lime-

stones, clastics, and, in this study, cherts;

and (3) the

siliceous deep-basinal assemblage including clastics and
cherts (eugeosynclinal deposits) (Roberts et al., 1958;
Stewart and Poole, 1974; Matti et al., 1975).

In addition,

Stewart and Poole (1974) recognize a fourth belt to the
west during the Devonian, the chert belt.
The Antler orogeny affected the area beginning in late
Devonian time (Johnson and Pendergast, 1981).

The orogenic

climax was the emplacement of the Roberts Mountains
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allochthon by which western facies rocks were superposed on
eastern facies rocks by mid-Mississippian time (ND-tt, 1955,

Roberts et al., 1958; Smith and Ketner, 1968, 1975; Poole,
1974; Speed and Sleep, 1980; Johnson and Pendergast, 1981).

The allochthon itself formed the Antler highland, which
shed detritus eastward into the adjacent flysch trough.
The Kinderhookian carbonate mudstones and allodapic limestones in the mapped area were deposited in the flysch

trough and then were overridden by the advancing allochthon
(Figure 4).

The allochthon at Swales Mountain consists of

Ordovician western-facies rocks with Devonian transitionalfacies rocks in imbricate thrust slices and at the base of
the allochthon (Figure 4).

The area was later affected by Tertiary folding,
faulting and intrusion, with north-northeast-trending

normal faulting which produced the familiar Basin and Range
structures and topography.

As this faulting is generally

parallel to the Paleozoic depositional strike, it has,
unfortunately, concealed facies relations down the paleoslope.

Two episodes of Tertiary intrusion have created

contact metamorphic and metasomatic effects in parts of the
study area.

LATE CAMP CREEK SEA

VININI FM

JOANA LS

MAP
AREA

DEV. LS

CAMP CREEK
UPPER UNIT,

WEBB FM

SEG

GUILMETTE FM

SEG
CAMP CREEK
UNIT,
LOWER

PRESUMED DEVILS GATE LS

Figure 4.
Hypothetical depiction of facies and structural relations immediately
before emplacement of the Roberts Mountains allochthon in the
map area.
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VININI FORMATION

The allochthonous Ordovician Vinini Formation belongs
to the deep-water western assemblage of Roberts et al.
(1958).

In the mapped area it forms, along with the un-

named Devonian limestones, the upper plate of the Roberts
Mountains thrust.

Thus it lies structurally above the

younger autochthonous Camp Creek sequence.

The Vinini Formation was named by Merriam and Anderson
(1942) for exposures along Vinini Creek in the eastern
Roberts Mountains.

They described two divisions.

The

lower Vinini consists of "dark grey, brownish-weathering
bedded quartzites, grey arenaceous limestones or calcareous
sandstones commonly showing cross lamination and fine
laminated sandy and brownish-grey and greenish-brown silty
sediments" (Merriam and Anderson, 1942, p. 1694); in
addition, its upper parts include minor volcanic rocks.

The upper Vinini is composed mainly of black bedded chert
with thin shale partings and black organic shale.

They also

noted that the shales are readily ignited (Merriam and
Anderson, 1942).

Merriam and Anderson (1942) dated the Vinini Formation
as Early to Middle Ordovician based on graptolites.

Evans

and Ketner (1971) collected numerous graptolites (identified
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by R. J. Ross) and one conodont fauna (identified by
J. W. Huddle) from the upper part of the Vinini exposed at
Swales Mountain; these faunas suggest a Middle Ordovician
age (Evans and Ketner, 1971).

The sequence of Ordovician chert and shale exposed at
Swales Mountain was assigned to the Vinini Formation by
Ketner et al.

(1968), as it resembles the upper part of the

formation in the type area.

The Vinini in the map area,

particularly the shale, is poorly exposed.

Distinguishing

between members is difficult because the shale grades into
chert; beds of chert and silty and sandy limestone are
common in the shales and beds of shales and silty and sandy
limestones occur in the cherts.

Evans and Ketner (1971)

estimated that the minimum thickness of the chert in the
Swales Mountain region is 2,500 feet (762 m) and that of
the shale is 2,200 feet (671 m).

However, the two lithol-

ogies are at least partially lateral correlatives, so the

minimum thickness of the Vinini in the thesis area is less
than 4,700 feet (1,433 m)

(Evans and Ketner, 1971).

The chert is hard, black, and well-bedded; strata are
1 inch (2.5 cm) or more thick.
were seen (Figure. 5).

A few slickensided surfaces

The only features observed in a thin

section of the chert were a very few spicules and ghosts of
radiolarian molds and quartz-filled microfractures.

The

shales are relatively soft; they are black to grey to light

15

Figure 5.

Slickensided chert from the Vinini
Formation (Ordovician). NW 1.4 NWT
section 4, T. 35 N., R. 53 E.
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brown and have a well-developed fissility.

Some silty

dolomite is also present in the Vinini within the map area.

A deep-water oceanic environment of deposition for
the Vinini Formation is generally accepted, based on the
association of bedded cherts, shales, graptolite faunas,

trace fossils, and, in some places, volcanics typical of a
eugeosynclinal setting (Stewart and Poole, 1974). Churkin
(1974), utilizing faunal and petrographic evidence,

hypothesized that the western facies rocks were deposited
below the calcium compensation depth; in addition, his study
of the vesicularity of Ordovician pillow basalts as compared
to modern examples suggests depths greater than 1,500 feet
(500 m).

Chamberlain (in Stanley et al., 1977) recognized

the bathyal Nereites trace fossil assemblage in the Vinini
Formation in the Roberts Mountains.
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DEVONIAN LIMESTONE

General Statement

The unnamed allochthonous Devonian limestone includes
numerous carbonate rock types in several fault blocks.

These rocks were emplaced as part of the upper plate of the
Roberts Mountains thrust, having ridden into the area
essentially at the base of the allochthon.
Evans and Ketner's (1971) mapping determined the
boundaries and general ages of these rocks, but reliable
thickness estimates could not be made.

This author has

revised their boundaries, however, based on conodont dates
and studies of lithology (Plate 1).

An area along Louse

Creek has been re-mapped as part of the Kinderhookian Camp
Creek succession, as has the northernmost fault-bounded
block in the area.

The total thickness of the Devonian

strata appears to exceed 1,400 feet (427 m) based on estimates of partial sections.

Better data were unobtainable

because of poor exposures and structural complexity.
Contacts are either faults or unconformities.
This unit is part of the transitional assemblage of
Roberts et al.

(1958) as it includes elements of both the

eastern shallow-shelf assemblage and the western deep-
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basinal assemblage.

These exposures contain significant

amounts of chert as well as carbonates and clastics.

The Devonian rocks in the thesis area are not well
dated.

Only one of the 11 rock samples collected by this

author from areas previously mapped as Devonian produced
Devonian conodonts; the remaining samples were either
barren or contained Kinderhookian faunas.

Collection LC-6

(Appendix) yielded fragmentary Icriodus sp. indicative of

the Lower Devonian (G. Klapper, pers. commun.).
Anna Dombrowski (pers. commun., 1980; 1981) recovered
conodonts from six collections in the Devonian section.
Three of these are dated to zone; these include faunas

indicative of the Lower Devonian sulcatus-kindlei Zones
(Dombrowski's Louse Creek #3) and the uppermost Middle

Devonian hermanni-cristatus Zone (Dombrowski's Louse Creek
#5 and #6).

In addition, one of her samples may indicate a

Late Devonian age (Dombrowski, 1981).

Thus, Lower, Middle, and possibly Upper Devonian rocks
appear to be represented here.

In addition, the presence

of the dacryoconarid genus Styliolina (tentaculites s.1.)
is an important indicator in the field; this genus occurs
throughout the Devonian (Boueek, 1964).
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Lithology

The Devonian limestones comprise a number of different
lithologies, including calcarenite, calcisiltite and calcilutite in thin-bedded turbidite sequences, dacryoconarid-

bioclastic calcarenites and calcisiltites, crystalline
limestones, thinly laminated quartz-silty dolomites, and
pebbly lime mudstones.

Chert is abundant locally.

The

stratigraphic relationships of the rocks of these lithologies is obscured due to structural complexity and cover.
In addition, large areas of these rocks have been affected

by contact metamorphism and metasomatism; these effects are
discussed in a separate section of this report.
Thin-bedded turbidites
The thin-bedded turbidites are best exposed in the
large expanse of Devonian outcrops in the southern part of
the map area (sections 8 and 9, T. 35 N., R. 53 E.).

They

are dark grey on fresh surfaces and weather yellowish brown
to brown in the sandy lower parts to light grey in the upper
mud parts.

They are flaggy to slabby splitting and commonly

have a le to 2"

(6.5 mm to 5.1 cm) thick cherty layer

separating cycles (Figure 6).

Quartz grains and chert

grains are visible in hand specimen.
of each turbidite are sharp.

Contacts at the base

Sedimentary structures include

planar lamination, cross lamination, convolute lamination
(Figure 7), flame structures, and the overall normal

20

Figure 6.

Slab of thin-bedded turbidite limestone.
Note cherty layer separating cycles, size
grading, parallel laminae in sandy portions,
poorly developed cross laminae, soft sediment deformation, and Chondrites(?) burrows.
Helminthoida are present in the upper parts
of each cycle, but are not visible here.
Devonian. NIA71/4 STAII4 section 9, T. 35 N.,
R. 53 E.
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grading.

No sole marks were observed in these beds, but

this may be the result of cherty layers between turbidites
and the pervasive metasomatism.
are present.

Two forms of bioturbation

Helminthoida is very common in the upper parts

of cycles (Bouma Te) and Chondrites(?) traces are present
in a few beds, occurring in the D and E intervals of the
Bouma sequence.

Petrographic analyses of the thin-bedded turbidites
show that they vary from sandy biomicrosparites and pseudosparites in the coarser fractions to spicular argillaceous

carbonaceous microsparites and pseudosparites in the finer
fractions of cycles (see Figures 8, 9, and 10) according
to Folk's (1962, 1965) classification.

Allochems are

difficult to identify because of recrystallization; however,
spicules, pelmatozoan debris, brachiopod debris, and several
oolites were recognized.

Allochems range up through very

coarse sand sizes in the basal parts of graded strata.

The

coarser fractions also contain up to 20% subangular to wellrounded quartz grains, in silt to very coarse sand sizes.

Very coarse sand-sized detrital chert grains are present as
well.

The matrix in the coarser fractions is a mass of

microsparite and pseudosparite, with some patchy chert
replacement of matrix and allochems.

The finer grained

fractions are characterized by decreasing amounts of quartz
silt, abundance of spicules in some horizons, burrowed
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texture, sparse finely comminuted bioclastic debris, and
microspar matrix.

Diagenesis has been extensive in these rocks; in
addition, contact metasomatic effects have been superimposed on most of the turbidites (e.g., tremolite laths
occur in rocks that appear unmetamorphosed in hand sample).

Probable early diagenetic changes include compaction
(evidenced by flattening of burrows), calcite replacement

of unstable opaline silica in sponge spicules, the precipitation of syntaxial overgrowths on quartz grains, and pyrite
formation.

Authigenic pyrite is common in all beds and

locally forms up to 3% of the rock.

Some pyrite is meta-

somatic in origin (e.g., pyrite occurs within calcitefilled microfractures), but an early diagenetic formation

of pyrite also appears likely as it is associated with
organic-rich sediments, especially burrows, which would
have provided an auspicious reducing microchemical environment.

Pyrite occurs in framboids and in irregular masses,

up to 0.2 mm in diameter.

Chert formation was probably

early diagenetic; chert is present both as irregularly
disseminated matrix replacement and as secondary chert beds.
Some echinoderm fragments are partially replaced by chert.
Secondary dolomite is present and, in a few places, has
almost completely replaced the original limestone.
morphism has been extensive in these rocks.

Neo-

The propensity

for neomorphic recrystallization of the lime mud matrix is
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likely aided by the presence of clay minerals which can
serve to remove Mg ions from interstitial solutions, thus

removing an inhibitory influence on microspar formation
(Folk, 1973, 1974; Longman, 1977).

Neomorphism (and

probably metamorphism) has produced microspar and pseudospar from the originally micritic matrix.

In the coarse

fractions, quartz sand and bioclastic grains appear to be
floating in the microspar-pseudospar matrix.

Many echino-

derm fragments have undergone degrading neomorphism to a
granular mosaic of calcite.

Sparry calcite-filled micro-

veinlets are common, as are stylolites.

Neither feature

appears to have any preferred orientation.
A series of three photomicrographs of a single 33,5 inch

(about 9 cm) bed illustrates textural changes upward
through one turbidite bed.

Figure 8 shows a contact

between fine grained, burrowed mudstone and superjacent
coarse grained sandy limestone.

Figure 9 shows an interval

11/2 inch (3.8 cm) higher, with a hydrodynamic concentration

of parallel-oriented sponge spicules.

Chondrites(?)

burrows are also present at this level, although these are
not visible in this photomicrograph.

Figure 10 is repre-

sentative of the upper 1 inch (2.5 cm) of the cycle; only
the abundant Helminthoida traces are present.
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Figure 8.

Photomicrograph of sandy biomicrosparite (Bouma Tc) overlying
Helminthoida grazing trails in
carbonaceous microsparite (Bouma
Red color is caused by calTe).
cite stain. Devonian, thin-bedded
Plane light. Sample
turbidites.
collected alongside old road, SW1/4

section 9, T. 35 N., R. 53 E.
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Figure 9.

Photomicrograph of spicular argillaceous carbonaceous microsparite from
Bouma D interval of thin-bedded turbidites. Note alignment of spicules
Same rock
defining stratification.
as previous photo but 11/2 inch (3.3 cm)
higher. Plane light.
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Figure 10.

Photomicrograph of Helminthoida traces
from Bouma Te of Devonian thin-bedded
Red stained mineral is
turbidite.
Same
rock as previous photo.
calcite.
Plane light.
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Dacryoconarid-bioclastic calcarenites and calcisiltites
The dacryoconarid-bioclastic calcarenites and calcisiltites are locally abundant in the Devonian strata;

however, except for one outcrop, they were found only in
float.

These rocks are dark brownish grey on fresh surfaces

which weather medium to light grey brown.

They are reces-

sive-weathering, thin-bedded, and platy to flaggy splitting.

At some localities, visible bioclasts include crinoid
debris and trilobite fragments, in addition to the dacryoconarids.

Locally, the dacryoconarids compose up to 50% of

the rock (Figure 11).

Dacryoconarids (tentaculites s.1.)

present belong to the genus Styliolina, characterized by a
smooth exterior.

These small (up to 4 mm in length)

pelagic animal tests are generally oriented parallel or
sub-parallel to bedding.

According to Dunham's (1962) classification, these
rocks are dacryoconarid-bioclastic-peloidal wackestones to
packstones.

Using Folk's (1962, 1965) scheme, these rocks

are carbonaceous argillaceous dacryoconarid biopelmicrosparites (Figure 12).

In addition to dacryoconarids and

peloids, allochems include pelmatozoan debris, brachiopod
shell fragments, ostracods, trilobite debris, oolites and
conodonts.

Many grains are brecciated from compaction;

the conical dacryoconarid shells were particularly susceptible to crushing by compaction along their length.
Some dacryoconarids are infilled by peloids and micrite;
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Figure 11.

Dacryoconarid packstone (left) and wackestone
SW1/4 section 33, T. 36
SIAlki
(right).
Devonian.
N., R. 53 E.
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Figure 12.

Photomicrograph of carbonaceous argillaceous
dacryoconarid biomicrosparite (or more loosely
Note several crushed
"tentaculite packstone").
specimens; also the porosity caused by outcrop
weathering and plucking from thin section.
STA714 section 33, T. 36 N., R. 53
STA714
Devonian.
Plane light.
E.
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there is some suggestion of geopetal fabric, but these are
not well defined.

Locally, allochems show poorly developed

micrite rims, which may be the product of algal, fungal, or
bacterial boring (Friedman et al., 1971; Bathurst, 1975).

Quartz silt and fine sand content ranges up to 5%, but is
generally very low or absent.
subangular.

These grains are rounded to

Some sparry calcite cement appears to be

present, although it is difficult to distinguish it from
neomorphic spar.

Early diagenetic effects include compaction, some
sparry calcite cementation, and formation of authigenic
pyrite.

Neomorphic effects include the recrystallization

of an originally micritic matrix to microspar

(and some

pseudospar) and the partial recrystallization of peloids.
Some grains, including dacryoconarids, echinoderm fragments,
and oolites, have syntaxial overgrowths of calcite.

Some

echinoderm fragments are partially replaced by chalcedonic
quartz; this indicates that the grains may have been partially dissolved and subsequently infilled, inasmuch as
chalcedonic quartz is generally a void filler
1978).

(Scholle,

Chert and megaquartz have partially replaced some

allochems and matrix.

Calcite-filled veinlets (several

generations) and stylolites are abundant locally.

Outcrop

weathering has altered iron minerals to hydrous iron oxides
and has produced some telogenetic porosity (Choquette and
Pray, 1970).
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Crystalline limestones

The finely to coarsely crystalline limestones are
medium to dark grey on fresh surfaces, which weather dark
grey to light grey.

These rocks are generally massive and

appear to be up to 50 feet (15.2 m) thick.
observed in these rocks on outcrop.

No fossils were

They are character-

ized by sharply pitted weathering surfaces and by the
profusion of calcite-filled microfractures.

Locally, thin

(1/4 to 1 inch, or 0.7 to 2.5 cm) evenly bedded black chert

beds are prominent; in places, extreme contortion of these
chert beds suggests deformation while still in a plastic
state.

In some thin sections, ghosts of allochems, including
dacryoconarids, echinoderm fragments, intraclasts, peloids,
ostracods, and brachiopod shell fragments are discernible;

however, in most the original textures have been obliterated
by neomorphism.

Microspar and abundant pseudospar form

the bulk of the rocks.

Some rocks appear to be thoroughly

recrystallized equivalents of the dacryoconarid-bioclastic
calcarenites and calcisiltites.

Minor amounts of finely

disseminated replacement chert and authigenic quartz are
present locally.

Where black chert beds occur, they appear

to have had an early diagenetic origin; chert formation
would have been caused by chemical conditions in the
sediment while interstitial pore fluids were present.
Sparry calcite-filled fractures are ubiquitous and in places
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the rock is extensively brecciated and infilled with
sparry calcite (Figure 13).

Thinly laminated quartz-silty dolomites

The thinly laminated quartz-silty dolomites are wellbedded, evenly laminated shaly rocks, characterized by
Rocks of this lithol-

alternating brown and black laminae.

ogy were observed only in the creek bed running through the
SE h of section 32, T. 36 N., R. 53 E.

Thin section analy-

sis shows that they consist of rounded to angular quartz
silt (5 to 15%) set in a finely crystalline dolomite matrix

with abundant carbonaceous and some argillaceous material
(Figure 14).

The laminae are defined principally by the

carbonaceous and argillaceous material; only a few welldefined quartz silt laminae were observed.
replacement in origin.

The dolomite is

However, no relict grains or tex-

tures of the original carbonate were visible.
rhombs are common.

Dolomite

Minor amounts of plagioclase feldspar

and chert grains were also observed.

Pebbly lime mudstones

The massive pebbly lime mudstones were found only in
one small outcrop in the northernmost Devonian limestone
fault block.

These are brownish grey on fresh surfaces and

weather to somewhat lighter shades.

Limestone clasts of up

to 3/4 inch (2 cm) in length are visible, set in a mudstone
matrix.

These rocks are crudely laminated; no grading was
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Figure 13.

Photomicrograph of brecciated massive limestone
infilled with sparry calcite. Note deformed
Red color is calcite stain. Devonian.
ostracod.
Sample LC6 from measured section, north bank of
Plane light.
Louse Creek.
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Figure 14.

Photomicrograph of thinly laminated carbonaceous
quartz-silty dolomite. Note that laminae are
Devonian.
defined by carbonaceous material.
Plane light.
SE4 section 32, T. 36 N., R. 53 E.
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detected.

Thin section analysis shows that these rocks

are lithoclastic carbonaceous microsparite-pseudosparites
according to Folk's (1962, 1965) classification.

The

rounded pebbles are composed of previously lithified

micrite; most clasts have several sets of calcite-filled
microfractures, thus indicating a limestone provenance
(Figure 15).

The matrix consists of microspar and pseudo-

spar, and also contains some bioclastic debris.

Authigenic

calcite is present, some of which is in the form of dog tooth. spar.

There is some chert replacement of matrix, and

several generations of sparry calcite-filled fracture
veinlets are present.

Depositional Environment

The transitional assemblage Devonian limestones appear
to have been deposited in an outer shelf or slope environment.

The evidence for this interpretation is both sedi-

mentological and structural.

The transitional nature of

these deposits, including limestone, shale, and some chert,
indicates a deeper water lithotope than the carbonate and
quartzite facies to the east.

It also appears likely that

the variations in lithologies of rocks in the different
thrust blocks could reflect the fact that they originated
in different structural settings; i.e., some of the
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Figure 15.

Photomicrograph of lithoclastic carbonaceous
Note
biomicrosparite (pebbly lime mudstone).
the limestone lithoclast with cross-cutting
NW; SEA section 27,
Devonian.
microfractures.
Plane Light.
T. 36 N., R. 53 E.
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Devonian strata present may have been "picked up" by the
thrust from a setting farther west than other Devonian
strata.

Actual depths of deposition are open to speculation.
Benthic shelly faunas are lacking.

Certainly the lithotope

was above the carbonate compensation depth.

Matti and McKee

(1977) suggested that water depths in Early Devonian outer

shelf basins probably averaged between 100-250 m. (330-820
ft.).

A local basin or basins may have persisted on the

outer shelf or slope through the time of deposition of the
Devonian rocks in the map area.

The trace fossil assemblage, found only in the turbidites, appears to belong to the Nereites ichnofacies
indicative of bathyal depths (200-3,000 m or 650-13,120
feet)

(Seilacher, 1964, 1978).

This could encompass an

outer shelf or slope depositional setting.

According to

Chamberlain (1978), Helminthoida traces can be found in
shelf environments as well as at bathyal and abyssal depths.

The thin-bedded turbidites appear to be classical
"distal" turbidites belonging to Facies D of Walker and

Mutti (1973) and Mutti and Ricci-Lucchi (1972) for the
following reasons:

1) commonly preserved Bouma sequences

are T bcde and T cde' 2) bedding is even and parallel, in
cycles of 3 inches (7.5cm) to 2 feet (0.6 m); 3) trace

fossils are abundant; 4) sand/shale ratios are low;
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5) basal contacts of cycles are sharp; 6) grading is prominent; 7) evidence of channeling or slumping was not seen;
and 8) grain sizes do not exceed very coarse sand size.

Only two paleocurrent measurements could be made, both of
which were taken on cross-laminated sandy limestone turbidites in the southern part of the field area.

One reading

indicated a northeast to southwest transport direction and
the other indicated a west to east transport direction.

As

the overall paleoslope was inclined westward, the sediments
must have been derived from an easterly source; the anomalous
paleocurrent reading could be due to later tectonic structure
or to the result of deposition in a ponded basin, in which
rebounding turbidity currents can give conflicting paleocurrent readings (van Andel and Komar, 1969).
The sediments of the dacryoconarid-bioclastic wackestones and packstones also represent deposition in a relatively deep depositional environment.

This interpretation is

supported by the lack of benthic fossils, the abundance of
dacryoconarids, the fine grain sizes, and abundant micrite.

The presence of micrite and the random orientation of the
dacryoconarid tentaculites within bedding planes indicates a
low energy environment where there is little or no current
activity; only one thin section showed evidence of winnowing.
The other bioclastic components and the quartz sand must have
originated in shallower regions to the east.

The mechanism

of introduction of these sediments (i.e., the sparse
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echinoderm debris, peloids, silt- and fine sand-sized quartz
grains, brachiopod fragments, oolites, and trilobite frag-

ments) is unclear; grading was not observed.

Bioclastic

debris and quartz may have been carried into the area by
sporadic currents, and argillaceous and micritic sediment

was probably introduced continuously by a turbid layer.
Detrital quartz grains may alternatively have been wind
blown.

As the dacryoconarid tentaculites were pelagic

animals, they accumulated locally in great abundance,
because of the relatively slow rates of hemipelagic sedimentation.

These deposits fit Byers'

(1977) dysaerobic to

anaerobic classifications of basinal water conditions;
dysaerobic describes settings where shelly fauna are lacking
and infaunal bioturbation persists, and anaerobic describes
settings where shelly fauna and infaunal bioturbation are
lacking (Byers, 1977).

Oxygen deficiency may have developed

in stagnant bottom water because of a silled-basin topography
restricting circulation at depth (Matti and McKee, 1977).
The laminated carbonaceous quartz-silty dolomites

probably accumulated in a similar low energy dysaerobic to
anaerobic setting.

Little can be said about the nature of

the original carbonate, as dolomitization has obliterated
textures.

The quartz sand may be wind blown or it may have

washed into the basin from shallower environments to the
east.
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The pebbly lime mudstone is also a deep-water deposit;
it seems likely that it was emplaced by a debris flow in a
lower-slope or base-of-slope. setting (Middleton and Hampton,
1973, 1976).

As the age of these rocks is unknown, it can

only be stated that the source of the limestone clasts was a
limestone terrane to the east; it is not clear whether this
erosion was. subaerial or submarine.

In summary, the numerous lithologies found in the Devonian strata. suggest a variety of depositional settings,
mechanisms, and. sources.

Some of these rocks must be western

equivalents of some of the better-known eastern facies units
in central Nevada, such as the McColley Canyon Formation and
the Denay Limestone.

In particular, the dacryoconarid-

bioclastic packstones and wackestones in the thesis area are
similar in part to the Coils Creek Member of the McColley

Canyon Formation as described by Potter (1975); however, it
must be emphasized that there are no age dates which confirm
such a correlation.

Regional Significance
Devonian limestones are part of the upper plate of the
Roberts Mountains thrust in many places, but they are little

understood because of structural complexity and lack of
study.

In fact, until recently many of these units were

unrecognized as they are tectonically interleaved with more
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regionally extensive and often similar-appearing Ordovician
western facies rocks and had been lumped together with them
(e.g., Roberts et al., 1967).

The Devonian strata in the allochthon which have been
identified apparently come from a variety of depositional
settings; this is likely the case even within the thesis
area, as stated previously.

Murphy (1968) described

Devonian outer shelf strata in the lower structural levels
of the allochthon.

Stanley et al. (1977) have identified

Ordovician and Devonian oceanic strata in imbricate thrust
faults at Miller Mountain in southwestern Nevada; Poole and

Christiansen (1980) describe a similar situation in the
El Paso Mountains in California.

Mapping by Carlisle and

Nelson (1955; unpublished map) and Smith and Ketner (1975)
delineates another allochthonous Devonian (Frasnian) unit.

This unit, informally known as the Bruffy Formation, includes
limestone, chert, and conglomerate; it is believed that this
unit represents deposition on top of the allochthon, while
the allochthon was forming (J. G. Johnson, 1980 pers.
commun.).

Oversby (1972) identified Devonian (Frasnian)

transitional facies rocks structurally interleaved with
Ordovician eugeosynclinal strata in the Windermere Hills 70

miles (113 km) to the east-northeast of Swales Mountain.
Evans (1974) mapped Devonian transitional assemblage limestones structurally imbricated with Silurian-Ordovician
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western assemblage rocks at Marys Mountain, near Carlin.

According to Oversby (1972) the Devonian strata in these two
areas are similar.
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CAMP CREEK SEQUENCE

General Statement

The Mississippian Camp Creek sequence includes a lower
dark fine-grained limestone unit and an upper coarse-grained
limestone turbidite unit.

These are the only autochthonous

Paleozoic sedimentary rocks in the study area.

They crop

out in the general vicinity of Camp Creek and north of
Swales Creek, in the northernmost part of the thesis area.
The lower unit is poorly exposed and forms mostly grass- and
talus-covered slopes.

According to Poole's (1974, p. 75)

and Johnson and Pendergast's (1981) diagrams these rocks were

deposited in the flysch trough or Antler foreland basin of
Poole (1974).

Structural relations indicate that this litho-

tope was at or near the axis of the trough.
Previous mapping by Evans and Ketner (1971) and studies

by Ketner et al. (1968) and Ketner (1970) had tentatively,
albeit mistakenly, correlated the lower unit with the
Silurian-Early Devonian Roberts Mountains Formation on the
basis of gross lithological similarity; no conodonts were
recovered from these rocks at that time (Ketner, 1979, pers.
commun.).

A drill hole into the "Roberts Mountains Forma-

tion" penetrated 2,550 feet of nearly flatlying beds without
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reaching its base (Ketner et al., 1968; Evans and Ketner,
1971).

Presumably, the strata at depth are the same unit

since the appearance and composition are strikingly uniform
throughout (Ketner et al., 1968; Evans and Ketner, 1971).

The upper unit was informally named the Camp Creek sequence
by Ketner (1970).

That name is here applied to both the

lower dark limestones and the upper sandy turbidites.

Thickness and Contacts
The known thickness of the Camp Creek sequence is estimated to be 3,175 feet (968 m).

The lower unit is at least

2,525 feet (770 m) thick, as known from drill core depth
(Evans and Ketner, 1971) and map relations (Plates 1 and 2).

This is a minimum figure, as the lower contact was not
reached by drilling (Evans and Ketner, 1971); it is also
based on the assumption that there is no structural repetition of section.

The upper unit is approximately 650 feet

(200 m) thick; its upper contact is a thrust fault.

The

boundary between the lower and upper units is marked by the

gradual change from the predominantly dark, poorly bedded
lime mudstones of the lower unit into the lighter, sandy,
well-bedded limestones of the upper unit.

A precise contact

is difficult to designate and has been arbitrarily placed
where the sandy units predominate and the rocks become wellbedded.

This contact reaches the north bank of Camp Creek
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at the same point that Evans and Ketner's (1971) contact

between their "Roberts Mountains Formation" and their Camp
Creek sequence does.

Age
Conodonts are the only age-diagnostic fossils found in
the Camp Creek sequence.

The upper unit contains the best

faunas and was first reported to be Kinderhookian in age

by Ketner (1970) based on conodont collections identified by
J. W. Huddle and C. G. Tillman.

Conodonts reported from a

drill core in the lower unit of the Camp Creek sequence
include Polygnathus communis communis and Siphonodella cf.
isosticha (identified by Anita Harris, December 18, 1980);
their zonal assignment may range from sandbergi to isosticha-

Upper crenulata Zones (Kinderhookian) according to ranges in
Sandberg (1979).

Anna Dombrowski recovered conodonts from three surface
samples collected from rocks mapped by Evans and Ketner
(1971) as Roberts Mountains Formation.

Two of these col-

lections (samples AD-4 and AD-6) appear to belong to the
isosticha-Upper crenulata Zone if the youngest species are
not reworked (Dombrowski and Klapper memo, Sept. 3, 1980);
these samples were collected from rocks mapped by this author
as part of the upper unit of the Camp Creek.

The presence
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of Gnathodus sp. in Dombrowski's third collection (AD-101)
also indicates an age no older than the isosticha-Upper
crenulata Zone (G. Klapper, pers. commun., February, 1981)

according to range data given in Lane, Sandberg, and Ziegler
This third sample was collected from rocks mapped

(1980).

by this author as part of the lower unit of the Camp Creek
sequence.

This author's map and collections from the Camp Creek
strata corroborate Dombrowski's age determinations (Appendix).

Rocks of the lower unit yield poorer faunas than

those of the upper unit.

One of this author's collections

(BB-1) from near the top of the lower unit also yielded

Gnathodus sp., with the same implications as discussed above
for AD-101.

Faunas recovered by this author from rocks mapped as
part of the upper unit appear to belong to the isostichaUpper crenulata Zone (Sandberg et al., 1978; Sandberg, 1979)

which has been interpreted as latest Kinderhookian in age.
However, this zonal assignment (and that for Dombrowski's
collections from the upper unit) holds only if the species
of Siphonodella present are not reworked.

If the Siphono-

della spp. are reworked, then the age determination would
have to be based on the range of Gnathodus punctatus, which
extends from the isosticha-Upper crenulata Zone through the
typicus Zone (Lane et al., 1980).

In addition, some of the
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conodonts have been reworked, as several collections contain
Palmatolepis (Famennian) and Siphonodella sandbergi.

A final important point is that the top of the isosticha-Upper crenulata Zone has not been conclusively

demonstrated to coincide with the Kinderhookian-Osagean
boundary (Klapper and Dombrowski memo, Sept. 3, 1980).

Thus, the top of the isosticha-Upper crenulata Zone may be
Osagean.

Lithology
Lower unit

The lower unit of the Camp Creek sequence comprises
black to dark grey silty, argillaceous, carbonaceous,
spicular carbonate mudstones with sparse thin sandy limestone interbeds.

Stratification is generally poorly

defined or massive; in places it is moderately well-defined
and is very thin-bedded to thin-bedded.

In general, the

black color and aphanic texture are characteristic (Figure
16)

.

On outcrop the unit occurs as slope-forming, grey
weathering rocks, and is fractured, irregularly splitting
to platy or flaggy splitting.
odor.

Fresh surfaces have a fetid

Thin shaly interbeds are fairly common; their

presence is defined by small patches in float of thin black
shale chips lacking fizz with dilute HC1.

Calcite veining
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Figure 16.

Black, silty, argillaceous, carbonaceous,
Lower unit,
spicular carbonate mudstone.
Camp Creek ssquence, Kinderhookian.
SE 1/4 NWki section 4, T. 35 N., R. 53 E.
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occurs, and is generally less than 2 mm in width.

Spicules

are the only fossils visible in hand sample.
Ketner et al. (1968), based on their drill core data,

described the unit at depth as commonly massive or thickbedded, with a weak bedding fissility locally and containing
highly carbonaceous zones and thin sandy horizons with
graded bedding.

According to Dunham's (1962) carbonate classification,
these rocks are mudstones or wackestones.

Using Folk's

(1962, 1965) classifications, they are primarily carbonaceous, silty, argillaceous, spicular biomicrite/microsparites

composed of a micrite/microspar matrix with calcite-replaced
spicules and finely comminuted bioclastic debris (Figure 17).

Microspar has the typical dirty appearance due to clay
impurities, and has irregular crystal boundaries.

Identi-

fiable allochems are sparse and include echinoderm fragments,
oolites, and shell fragments.

In addition, numerous enig-

matic calcite "circles" are visible in thin section.

Some

are probably spicule cross-sections, while others may be
either calcite-replaced radiolarians or calcispheres.
Calcispheres are problematic fossils assumed to be marine
plankton and are found chiefly in Devonian and Mississippian
limestones (Horowitz and Potter, 1971).

However, no internal

structures are preserved so their identification is uncertain.
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Figure 17.

Photomicrograph of carbonaceous, silty,
argillaceous spicular biomicrosparite.
Note calcite-replaced sponge spicules
with preserved central canals, quartz
silt, and fine-grained calcareous matrix.
Red color is calcite stain. Lower unit
of the Camp Creek sequence. Plane light.
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Sponge spicules are ubiquitous in these rocks, and are
always oriented parallel to bedding.

They range from 20 to

70 microns in diameter; most are wholly calcite-replaced,
although a few remain partially siliceous.

The spicules

are monaxons, many with central canals preserved.

The

presence of the axial canals indicates that these were
originally opaline (Majewske, 1969).

Locally, secondary dolomite and chert form part of the
cement.

Authigenic dolomite rhombs occur rarely.

Quartz

silt composes .5 to 25% of the rock.

Numerous diagenetic effects are discernible in hand
sample and thin section.

These effects are discussed below

in their approximate order of formation.

Extensive early compaction is evidenced by tight

packing and apparent absence of sparry calcite pore-filling
cement.

Scholle (1971b) discusses early compaction in deep-

water carbonates.

He hypothesizes that cementation would be

delayed if a fresh water "flush" is absent as in deep-marine
environments.

Thus compaction effects can be very extensive

with little preservation of original fabric (Scholle, 1971b).
There appears to be no sparry calcite cement in these rocks;
instead, micrite and neomorphic spar fill voids.

This is

what one would expect according to concepts developed by Folk
(1973, 1974) and Folk and Land (1975); they believe that
sparry calcite precipitation is inhibited in marine condibecause the presence of Mg ions poisons the sideward crystal
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growth of calcite so that only Mg-calcite and aragonite in
micritic, steep-rhombic, or fibrous habits can precipitate.
Further diagenesis, probably while compaction was

progressing, includes the almost complete calcite replacement of the opaline sponge spicules.

Some of the silica

thus released replaced carbonate matrix and filled voids in
the form of finely disseminated chert.

Secondary dolomite is present as a matrix replacement.
It is finely disseminated and irregularly distributed, as
identified by lack of stain.

There are several possibilities

for an internal source of magnesium ions for dolomite formation.

Mg ions may have been supplied by connate water or

through the expulsion of Mg ions from Mg-calcite components
(Folk, 1973, 1974; Folk and Land, 1975; Scholle, 1977).

Authigenic pyrite is very common; it probably formed
during the early stages of diagenesis while organic material

was decomposing by sulfate reducing bacteria, thus creating
an auspicious reducing environment within the sediments.

It

occurs in cubes of up to 2 mm in width and in framboids.
Much pyrite has been altered to hematite and hydrous iron
oxides in later diagenesis, particularly through outcrop
weathering.

Neomorphism, as discussed by Folk (1965, 1973, 1974)
and Bathurst (1975), occurred with deeper burial.

Scholle

(1971b) states that pressure solution and grain welding may
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become important with burial depths of 500 meters and
greater, thus releasing calcium carbonate.

Neomorphic spar

formed by recrystallization and crystal enlargement of the
micrite, thereby filling the remaining porosity.

In

accordance with Folk's (1973, 1974) ideas, it seems likely
that the presence of clays in these sediments has enabled
recrystallization to microspar to occur.

Magnesium ions in

interstitial solutions form a "cage" around calcite crystals

which prevents crystal enlargement; the Mg ions can be
removed either by a fresh water flush (unlikely in this

case, as discussed previously) or through uptake by chlorite
and/or other clays (Folk, 1973, 1974; Longman, 1977).

Clay

mineralogies were not analyzed in this study, however.

Several generations of sparry calcite-filled fracture
veins are present.

Stylolites are fairly common; they, Are

generally very thin, discontinuous, and branching and are
marked by concentrations of clays and insolubles.

The effects of outcrop oxidation are visible in hand
sample and thin section; hydrous iron oxides are ubiquitous.
Upper unit

The upper unit of the Camp Creek sequence consists of

calcarenite, calcisiltite, calcilutite, and shale which make
up regularly repeated cycles of graded, laminated, and nongraded allodapic limestones.

The calcarenites are generally

dark brown to brownish grey and the finer sediments are
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medium to dark grey.

Stratification is well-defined and

ranges from very thin-bedded to thick-bedded; coarser
sediments are more thickly bedded than finer sediments.

On outcrop, this unit is ledge forming and platy to
blocky splitting, with the coarser grained beds exhibiting
the thicker splitting properties.

Coarser grained strata

weather medium to light grey brown and the finer grained
strata weather medium to light grey.

Crinoid columnals,

frosted quartz grains, chert grains, and opaque grains are

visible in the coarser fractions, and spicules are discernible in some of the finer fractions.

As in the lower unit

of the Camp Creek sequence, fresh surfaces are fetid and
thin black shaly interbeds are present.

These shales are

platy, recessive weathering, and do not react with dilute
hydrochloric acid.

The outstanding characteristics of the upper unit are
the rhythmically bedded turbidites with accompanying sedimentary structures.

Contacts between cycles are sharp,

with light grey weathering mudstones overlain by brownish
grey sands of the superjacent cycle (Figure 18).

These

contacts are generally planar, although some are irregular
as a result of sole marks or loading.

In addition, mudstone

rip-ups, up to 2.5 cm (about 1 in) in diameter, occur in
the basal parts of some of the coarsest turbidites (Figure
19)

.
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Figure 18.

Contact between cycles in limestone turbidites
of the upper unit, Camp Creek sequence (MissisLight grey, fine-grained calcilutites
sippian).
overlain by laminated and cross laminated, brown,
sandy calcisiltites of the succeeding turbidite
Outcrop in measured section CIII,
(Bouma Tbc).
south bank of Camp Creek.
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Figure 19.

Coarse quartz-sandy calcarenite from the
basal part of turbidite cycle. Note large
carbonate mudstone rip-ups (up to about
Hydrous iron oxides
1 inch in diameter).
from weathering lend yellowish hues. Camp
Creek sequence, upper unit. Kinderhookian.
NW1/4 SW hi section 4, T. 35 N., R. 53 E.
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Sedimentary structures, most of which can be interpreted as indicative of turbidity current deposition,
include:

both normal and inverse grading, flute and groove

casts, planar laminations (Figure 20), convolute laminations
(Figure 21), flame structures (Figure 22), trace fossils
(Figure 23), and cross laminations (Figure 20).

Most of

these structures occur in ordered sequences which fit into
the standard Bouma turbidite sequence of sedimentary structures (Bouma, 1962; Thomson and Thomasson, 1969).

The

inverse grading is enigmatic and may represent deposition
from a more dense type of gravity flow, such as a modified
grain flow.

Flute casts are common, although few were found

in place, and they tend to be fairly small, shallow, and

pointed, with the largest flutes occurring in the coarser
beds.

Parallel laminations were the most commonly observed

structures, usually visible in the B and D intervals.
Convolute laminations are more common than cross laminations
in the C interval.

Bioturbation is ubiquitous; Helminthoida

is found at the top of virtually every complete cycle.

A

few Chondrites were also found, and were always associated
with Helminthoida.

The Chondrites are ramifying cylindrical

tubes about 3 mm in diameter.
Petrography.

According to Dunham's (1962) classifi-

cation, the carbonates of the upper unit are packstones,
wackestones, and mudstones.

Using Folk's (1962, 1965)

Figure 20.

Quartz-sandy calcarenite showing normal grading,
parallel laminae, and cross-laminae (Bouma Tbc).
Float sample from upper unit, Camp Creek sequence.
NW1/4 SW; section 4, T. 35 N.,
Kinderhookian.
R. 53 E.

Figure 20.

Quartz-sandy calcarenite showing normal grading,
parallel laminae, and cross-laminae (Bouma Tbc).
Float sample from upper unit, Camp Creek sequence.
Kinderhookian. NW1/4 SW; section 4, T. 35 N.,
R. 53 E.
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Figure 21.

Micro-cross laminae and convolute laminae
in fine quartz-sandy calcarenite (Bouma Tc?).
Float sample from upper unit, Camp Creek
Kinderhookian. N15714 SW1/4 section 4,
sequence.
T. 35 N., R. 53 E.
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Figure 22.

Flame structures and parallel laminae
in the upper unit of the Camp Creek
SW
sequence (Mississippian) .
section 4, T. 35 N., R. 53 E.

1/4 NEh

Figure 23.

Helminthoida traces from upper muddy
parts of turbidite cycle (Bouma Te).
Upper unit of Camp Creek sequence.
Mississippian (Kinderhookian).
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scheme, these rocks are dolomitic sandy intraclastic
biomicrite/microsparites (Figure 24) which grade upward into
silty argillaceous carbonaceous spicular biomicrite/microsparites.

The sandy fractions contain up to 30% subangular to

well-rounded quartz grains, mostly monocrystalline and
unstrained.

The quartz grains are of silt to coarse sand

In approximate order of decreasing abundance,

sizes.

allochems include:

echinoderm debris, lithoclasts, bryozoan

fragments, brachiopod fragments, oolites (most within intraclasts), ostracods, conodonts, and trilobite fragments.
The fragmentary nature and rounding of the fossils is a
result of the transport mechanism and distance as well as
their original shapes.

Allochems range up to coarse sand

size; echinoderm fragments are the most abundant allochem in
the coarse fraction, and are larger than the associated
quartz grains.
valency.

Presumably, this reflects hydraulic equi-

The lithoclasts include two distinct grain types.

The first is the nearly ubiquitous micritic intraclasts, many
of which have partially or wholly recrystallized to microspar.

The second and rarer type is detrital dolomite, which

is present as rounded polycrystalline aggregate grains in
up to very coarse sand sizes (Figure 25).

Some of these

detrital dolomite grains contain angular quartz silt as well
as dolomite rhombs.

Other detrital components include chert
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Figure 24.

Photomicrograph of sandy intraclastic
biomicrosparite from the lower part of
a turbidite cycle (Bouma Tb). Note
conodont, well-rounded quartz grains
with syntaxial overgrowths, echinoderm
fragments and intraclasts. Plane light.
Same sample as Figure 27 but at lower
magnification. From measured section CII,
Kinderupper unit, Camp Creek sequence.
hookian.
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Figure 25.

Photomicrograph of carbonaceous sandy
dololithoclastic biomicrosparite. Note
detrital dolomite grains which include
auartz silt grains. Echinoderm debris
and quartz silt are also identifiable.
Red color is calcite stain.
Upper unit of Camp Creek sequence, sample
C114 (from measured section, south bank
Plane light.
of Camp Creek).
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The chert grains are

and black sedimentary rock fragments.

composed of microquartz and megaquartz aggregates and have
the typical dirty appearance from iron oxide impurities and
disseminated clays.

Rock fragments include totally opaque,

highly carbonaceous mudstones with minor quartz and calcite
inclusions and shale clasts.

these clasts are present only

in the coarser fractions and range up to very coarse sand
sizes.

Authigenic iron oxides are also present.

The wackestones and mudstones of the finer grained
fractions are characterized by mud matrix, decreasing
amounts of quartz silt (5% or less), abundant spicules, and
varied but sparse allochems.

These allochems consist of

oolites, ostracods, and finely comminuted bioclastic debris.
Textural changes upward within turbidite beds are best
illustrated by a series of photomicrographs taken at the
same magnification through a single cycle.

Figures 26 and 27

show the decrease in grain size, change in grain type and
abundance, and increasing micrite and hydrodynamically
lighter sponge spicule content upward.
Diagenesis.

Numerous diagenetic effects have altered

the original depositional textures.

These effects are

noteworthy in that they provide a contrast with better-known
shallow-marine diagenesis.

The diagenetic history of the

upper unit of the Camp Creek sequence has been roughly
worked out in the order discussed below.
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Figures 26 and 27.

Photomicrograph of carbonaceous spicular
biomicrite of the upper part of turbidite cycle
(Bouma Te).
Plane light.
Above:

Photomicrograph of sandy intraclastic
biomicrosparite of the lower part of turbidite
bed (Bouma Tb).
Note conodont, well-rounded quartz
grains with syntaxial overgrowths, echinoderm fragment and intraclast (upper right edge). Plane
1-!_ght.
Both samples from measured section CII.
Below:
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Eogenetic stage diagenesis began with extensive early
compaction, evidenced by generally tight packing, apparent
absence of sparry calcite pore-filling cement, interpenetrating grains, flattening of burrows, and a few crushed shell
fragments.

As Scholle (1971b) hypothesizes, cementation

would be delayed if a fresh water "flush" were absent as in
deep-marine lithotopes; therefore, compaction effects can
be very strong with little preservation of original fabric.
It appears that not much sparry calcite cementation occurred
in these sediments; intergranular areas are filled with
later neomorphic spar, which formed by crystal enlargement
of an originally micritic matrix.

As discussed previously,

this is what one would expect in the marine environment

where magnesium ions are present (Folk, 1973, 1974; Folk and
Land, 1975).

Further diagenesis, probably while compaction was in
progress, includes the calcite replacement of most of the
opaline sponge spicules in the finer grained beds.

This

process released silica into solution, some of which
partially cemented and replaced matrix as chert and some of
which was precipitated as syntaxial overgrowths on quartz
sand grains.

These quartz overgrowths show typical abundant

calcite inclusions and euhedral terminations; also, most
preferentially grow into micritic intraclasts.

Some
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allochems, particularly echinoderm fragments and oolites,
show partial quartz or chert replacement.

Diagenetic dolomite is present as a finely disseminated
matrix replacement; it is generally irregularly distributed
in minor amounts, identified by its lack of staining.

There

are several possibilities for an internal source of Mg;

magnesium ions for dolomite formation may have been derived
from connate waters, through the expulsion of magnesium ions
from Mg-calcite components (e.g., echinoderm fragments) or

perhaps through remobilization of ions from the detrital
dolomite (Folk, 1973, 1974; Folk and Land, 1975; Scholle,
(1977)

.

Authigenic pyrite is a common accessory mineral in both
coarse- and fine-grained beds.

Pyrite formation probably

occurred very early in the diagenetic history of these
rocks, as the pyrite is commonly associated with organic
matter.

Although the depositional basin of the Camp Creek

sequence was probably oxidizing (as evidenced by the abun-

dant ichnofauna), it is likely that the interstitial microenvironment of the nearsurface sediments was reducing.
Pyrite is found in the central canals of some calcified
sponge spicules and is commonly found associated with
burrows.

Pyrite is also disseminated as vague patches

throughout much of the rock.

It occurs in both euhedral

(cubes) and framboidal forms, and content ranges up to
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1/2 percent.

In addition, much of the pyrite has been

altered to hematite and hydrous iron oxides in later
diagenesis (particularly through outcrop weathering).

Various neomorphic effects which fit criteria developed
by Folk (1965) and Bathurst (1975) are visible in the upper
Neomorphism probably occurred with deeper burial,

unit.

which would have caused pressure solution and grain welding
to release calcium carbonate.

Scholle (1971b) suggests that

500 meters is the depth of burial below which pressure
solution and grain welding may become important.

The neomorphic spar which fills intergranular areas
formed by the recrystallization of micrite; it has a typical
"dirty" appearance from impurities and has irregular crystal
boundaries.

Also, in some places it appears as if grains

are "floating" in the spar.

Probably, removal of magnesium

ions by clay minerals allowed crystal enlargement by neomorphic processes to occur (Folk, 1973, 1974; Longman,
(1977) .

Microspar is far more prevalent than pseudospar.
Pseudospar occurs only in the coarser grained strata, and
would have formed in later stages of diagenesis.

Some

crinoidal grains have undergone degrading neomorphism to a
granular mosaic of calcite.

Other echinoderm grains exhibit

syntaxial neomorphic overgrowths.

Most intraclasts show

patchy recrystallization to microspar.

Many oolites have
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recrystallized to microspar; some of these have syntaxial

overgrowths of radial fibrous calcite which retain the
characteristic extinction cross.
are also present.

Authigenic calcite rhombs

These rhombs apparently grew by displacive

neomorphism, as they are surrounded by dark "haloes" of
pushed-aside micrite.

Later diagenesis involved the partial replacement of
some chert grains by calcite.

It is likely that this

occurred late in the diagenetic history, while the sediment

was deeply buried (mesogenetic zone) and silica solubility
was higher under higher temperatures.

Authigenic hematite is also present, much of which has
been altered to hydrous iron oxides.

Sparry calcite-filled

fracture veins and stylolites are common.

Many stylolites

(which form in the mesogenetic zone) are marked by an

increased concentration of allochems and quartz grains in
addition to concentrations of terrigenous clays and insolubles; they occur both randomly oriented and parallel
to bedding planes.

Cutting relations indicate that there are

at least two generations of fracture veins, one before and
one after stylolitization.

The latest changes in these rocks occurred through
surficial weathering, involving porosity development and
outcrop oxidation of iron minerals.

Hydrous iron oxides are

visible in both hand specimen and thin section.

In addition,
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neomorphic recrystallization may have been active at this
stage (Folk, 1973, 1974).

Depositional Environment and Processes
The Camp Creek sequence was deposited in the ensialic

Antler foreland basin or flysch trough; structural and
sedimentologic evidence indicates that the area was at or
near the basin axis, probably at bathyal depths (200 m3000 m).

The trace fossil assemblage supports this view;

the ichnogenera present in the upper unit appear to belong
to the Nereites ichnofacies, which is indicative of bathyal
conditions according to Seilacher (1964, 1978).

Johnson and

Pendergast (1981), following Poole (1974), suggest that water

depths in the trough may have reached 1,000 m (3,280 ft) or
deeper, with the flysch trough actively subsiding through
Early Mississippian time.

However, the deposition of the

lime muds of the lower unit indicates that the lithotope was
above the carbonate compensation depth.

The lower unit is primarily a basinal hemipelagic
deposit (with sparse intercalated graded sandy-silty beds
which were probably deposited by distal turbidity currents).

The general lack of lamination, black color, lack of shelly
fauna, and high silt and clay content indicate a quiet,
dysaerobic to anaerobic environment below wave base where the
nepheloid layer is actively supplying hemipelagic sediment
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to the basin (Byers, 1977; Pierce, 1976).

The spicular

nature and possible radiolarian content are also typical of
basinal environments (Wilson, 1975).

The sedimentation rate for the lower unit is calculated
to be about 163 m/my (thickness from drill core data,
assuming no structural repetition of section).

This figure

is derived using Sandberg's (1980) calculation that the
timespans of conodont zones for the early Mississippian are
about 1.5 my.

Using the same criteria, Sandberg's estimate

for nonphosphatic basinal muds is. 55 m/my; thus the figure

of 163 m/my for the lower unit seems high.

In addition,

this is a conservative figure as it is based on the maximum
timespan indicated by faunal evidence (4.5 my).

Hemipelagic

clastic sedimentation rates in recent sediments, however,
can be much higher.

Koide et al., (1972) determined rates

of 0.4 cm/yr (4000 m/my) in the Santa Barbara basin.
D. Donegan (pers. commun., 1981) has calculated rates up to
0.2 cm/yr (2000 m/my) in slope sediments in the Gulf of
California.

The rapid hemipelagic influx of sediments fits well

with paleogeographic reconstructions, as the trough would
have had a two-sided source, with the Joana carbonate banks
on the east supplying carbonate mud and the rising, but
still submerged, allochthon to the west supplying some muddy
clastic sediment (Gutschick et al., 1980; Johnson and
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Pendergast, 1981).

In addition, the fact that no pelagic

sources of fine-grained calcium carbonate have yet been
demonstrated in pre-Jurassic times suggests that the
basinal carbonate mud must have been derived from a shelf
source (Scholle, 1977).

The allodapic sediments of the upper unit overwhelmed
the lithotope, prograding over the subjacent hemipelagic
basinal deposits.

Carbonate sands were derived from the

Joana carbonate sand banks to the east and entered the
basin in sediment gravity flows (Ketner, 1970;. Gutschick

et al., 1980; Johnson and Pendergast, 1981).

The few

paleocurrent measurements which could be made on outcrop
indicate transport from the north-northeast, which is in
agreement with Ketner's (1970) observations.

This could

indicate that transport was occurring along the trough axis.
The calculated sedimentation rate, derived as discussed
above, is about 60-100 m/my; this is a minimum estimate,
however, for the following reasons:

(1) the top of the

sequence has probably been truncated by thrusting, (2) it is
based on the approximate length of time encompassed by the
entire isosticha-Upper crenulata Zone (about 3 my), and
(3) these rates are significantly lower than. Sandberg (1980)

and Sandberg and Poole's (1977) rate of 267-400 m/my for
Antler calcareous flysch.
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The Joana bank developed in the southern part of the
foreland basin as a large, shallow-water tropical carbonate
bank with an abundant pelmatozoan fauna (Gutschick et al.,
1980).

This bank extended along the eastern flank of the

flysch trough in northeast and east-central Nevada and

western Utah, and thus supplied the allodapic limestone
sediments to the flysch trough (Gutschick et al., 1980).
The paleogeographic reconstruction of Gutschick et al.
(1980) for the lower part of the isosticha-Upper crenulata

Zone shows eroded areas on the Joana banks in northwestern
Utah and northeastern Nevada.

This reconstruction also

indicates that carbonate deposition dominated areas to the
east and northeast of the mapped area, on the platform.
The source of the fairly abundant quartz sands is not as
clear; probably, they were derived locally from residual
deposits.

The rare detrital dolomite was probably derived

from erosion of underlying Upper Devonian rocks of the Devils
Gate and Guilmette Formations, possibly in a submarine canyon
setting.

Sabins (1962) states that detrital dolomite is

rare and that it is restricted to orogenic deposits near
the sediment source terrain.

The chert grains and rock

fragments could have originated on either the eastern or
western slope of the trough.

If they had a western source,

they must have been entrained by the turbidity currents as
they traveled down the trough axis.

Another possibility is
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that they were derived from the Pilot Shale to the east,

which is believed to have been eroded in northeastern
Nevada and northwestern Utah (J. G. Johnson, pers. commun.,
1981).

Stevens and Ridley (1974) found black chert clasts in

eastern-derived Mississippian gravity flow deposits in a
somewhat similar setting in southeastern California; they
make the point that the presence of chert clasts is not
incompatible with an eastern source.

The source of the re-

worked conodonts is another problem.

They could have origi-

nated with the quartz sands or, less likely, they could
have been derived from erosion of eastern facies rocks by
the turbidity currents (as with the detrital dolomite), or
they could have had a western source (as with the chert and
lithic rock fragments).

The thin, intercalated non-

calcareous shales likely reflect hemipelagic input in part
from the western siliceous source.

The conodont biofacies are a significant factor
contrasting the sedimentological regimes of the lower and
upper units.

Although the evidence is not conclusive,

conodonts recovered from the lower unit appear to be smaller,
frailer forms which are probably characteristic of deeper

water environments whereas the conodonts in the allodapic
beds of the upper unit are larger and more robust (J. G.
Johnson, pers. commun., 1980).
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The evidence strongly suggests that turbidity currents
constituted the dominant gravity flow mechanism delivering
the coarser sediments of the upper unit to the basin.

In

particular, typical turbidite characteristics present in the
upper unit include graded bedding, sole markings, Bouma
sequences with associated structures, shallow water faunas,
(indi-

and burrowing in the upper parts of turbidite beds
cating rapid "single event" deposition).

Tectonic insta-

bility caused by the Antler orogeny set accumulations of
lime sand in motion.

Mcllreath and James (1979) suggest

that graded calcarenites are deposited from turbidity
currents that formed by the sudden surge-type release of
The

dense fluid rather than from a steady state flow.
resulting deposits generally fit the description of

"classical" distal turbidites, i.e., Facies D of Walker and

Mutti (1973) and Mutti and Ricci-Lucchi (1972), with some
Facies C and some anomalous inversely graded beds.

These

rocks most closely resemble "classical" distal turbidites
according to criteria discussed by Walker and Mutti (1973)
and Mutti and Ricci-Lucchi (1972) for the following reasons:
(1) commonly preserved sequences are Bouma Tbcde and Tcde
sequences,

(2) bedding is even and parallel, in cycles of

1 to 4 feet (0.3 m-1.2 m) in thickness,
ratios are low,

(3) sand/shale

(4) trace fossils are ubiquitous,

marks are abundant,

(6) bases of beds are sharp,

(5) sole

(7) grading
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is prominent, and (8) evidence of channeling or slumping was
not seen.

According to Middleton and Hampton (1973, 1976),

scour marks are usually best developed in more distal regions

where there is a closer approach to autosuspension, and
hence, there is a relatively extended period of scouring by
the head of the flow.

The flutes occurring in these strata

are relatively shallow, pointed forms; Pett and Walker (1971)
state that this type of flute mark is most characteristic
of the B or C interval, while deep bulbous flutes are
associated with the A interval of the Bouma sequence.

The inverse grading is enigmatic and may be at least
partly the result of a grain flow mechanism.

It is unlikely

that a true grain flow emplaced these deposits, however,
because this mechanism apparently requires steeper slopes,
whereas these deposits appear to be "distal."

According to

Middleton and Hampton (1973, 1976), grain flows generally
occur on very steep slopes (about 20° or greater), although
some grain flows may move on lesser slopes.

Mullins and

Van Buren (1979) describe a modern modified grain flow
deposit which shows the influence of both grain flow (in
its lower parts) and turbidity current (in its upper parts
mechanisms.

Inverse grading is also observed in some of the

Permian Delaware Basin deposits.

Koss (1979) found reverse

grading in the Pinery Limestone Member of the Bell Canyon
Formation in strata he interpreted as basin margin deposits;
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he suggests that these formed from pulsating turbidity
currents.

The penecontemporaneous deformation structures
generally do not indicate any consistent relationship to

paleoslope, either by regular orientation of flames or by
orientation of fold axes.

Thus, convolute laminations and

flame structures may be caused by liquefaction, loading,

post-depositional downslope creep, or by some combination
of these factors (Middleton and Hampton, 1973; Reineck and
Singh, 1975).

The trace fossil assemblage, as noted previously,
appears to belong to the Nereites ichnofacies, indicative
of bathyal regions and particularly characteristic of flysch
deposits (Seilacher, 1978).

The very common Helminthoida

represents highly systematic grazing patterns (Seilacher,
1978), which Chamberlain (1978, p. 131) describes as
"tightly looping fecal ribbons."

The rare Chondrites

occurs over a large range of depths, the deepest of which
is bathyal (Seilacher, 1964, 1978).

The ethological

interpretation of Chondrites is still under debate, but
Heintzschel (1975) states that they undoubtedly represent the

feeding structures of sediment-eating animals.

Simpson

(1957, p. 475) suggested that this type of burrow was formed

by a sipunculoid worm feeding on sediment "by means of its
extensible proboscis."

Helminthoida traces are common in
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other Lower Mississippian rocks in the flysch trough; Wise
(1977) found them in her Camp Creek equivalent rocks in the
Monitor Range.

Poole (1974) illustrated them from the

Chainman Formation in the Pequop Mountains and Harbaugh and
Dickinson (1981) found Helminthoida in the Chainman and
Diamond Peak Formations in the Central Diamond Mountains.

Scholle (1971a) found both Helminthoida and Chondrites in
Cretaceous flysch strata in the northern Apennines; he
believes these were deposited below the CCD, which may have
been as deep as 4,500 m (14,760 ft).

Regional Significance

One of the most important results of this study has
been to prompt the clarification of the regional significance
of the Camp Creek sequence.

The Great Basin Kinderhookian

deep-water limestone deposits have been generally less well
understood than contemporaneous siliceous rocks.

Similar

Kinderhookian deep-water limestones are present in places
along the flysch trough in Nevada and Idaho.

A 1,550 ft

(473 m) section of limestone turbidites, named the Tripon

Pass Limestone by Oversby (1973), occurs 70 miles (113 km)
to the east-northeast of Swales Mountain.

This formation

contains conodonts indicative of the isosticha-Upper
crenulata and typicus Zones (Sandberg, 1979); its depositional setting was somewhat closer to the Joana carbonate
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bank than that of the Camp Creek sequence.

Farther north,

in the Pioneer Mountains of Idaho, the Drummond Mine Lime-

stone consists primarily of limestone turbidites similar to
those at Camp Creek (Paull and others, 1972; Nilsen, 1977).
Conodonts collected by Sandberg (1975, 1978) indicate an
isosticha-Upper crenulata Zone assignment.

In the Pinyon

Range, to the south of Swales Mountain, rocks west of Ravens

Nest mapped as Webb Formation by Smith and Ketner (1975)
contain much carbonate; these rocks may result from the
interfingering of micrites with an eastern source and
siliceous muds with a western source (Johnson and Pendergast,
1981).

Farther south, in the Monitor Range, D. C. Wise

(1977) mapped Kinderhookian age limestone turbidites which

she called the Camp Creek equivalent; these rocks overlie
the Webb equivalent.

Limestone turbidites also occur in the

northern Antelope Range (Trojan, 1978) and in the Hot Creek

Range (Potter, 1975), where they are Kinderhook-Osage in age
(Johnson and Pendergast, 1981).
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IGNEOUS ROCKS

Two separate episodes of igneous activity are represented in the map area.

They are easily distinguished

from one another in the field.

The older is a light-colored

quartz porphyry which contains easily identified quartz

phenocrysts; the younger is a fairly dark monzonite porphyry
spotted with biotite and plagioclase phenocrysts.

The

intrusives form the summit of Swales Mountain to the west of
the mapped area (Figure 28).

The quartz porphyry in the mapped area is exposed in
numerous irregularly shaped dikes.

The rock is typically

composed of quartz, plagioclase, and orthoclase phenocrysts
in a felsitic groundmass.

Biotite is uncommon.

The rock

generally corresponds to an alkali rhyolite composition.
The monzonite porphyry is exposed in several dikes,
the largest of which extends from the Nigh of section 16

northward into section 33.

The rock is typically composed

of phenocrysts of plagioclase and alkali feldspar in a
groundmass consisting of a fine granular intergrowth of
alkali feldspar and plagioclase feldspar; in addition,
sphene, biotite, hornblende, magnetite, calcite, and some
chlorite alteration are present.

Figure 28.

Monzonite porphyry dike trending northward
through quartz porphyry stock at the summit
SA NEk section 7,
of Swales Mountain.
T. 35 N., R. 53 E.
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The radiometric age of the monzonite indicates a late
Eocene or early Oligocene age (Evans and Ketner, 1971).
Relations to the west of the map area indicate that the
quartz porphyry is older than the monzonite porphyry, inas-

much as the volcanic equivalent of the monzonite porphyry
overlies the quartz porphyry (Evans and Ketner, 1971).
Thus, the quartz porphyry is pre-late Eocene in age (Evans
and Ketner, 1971).
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CONTACT METASOMATISM

Contact metasomatism and metamorphism, caused by the
intrusives, has produced tactites and marbles from some of
the limestones, particularly in the Devonian outcrops in
the southern part of the thesis area (Figure 29).

It is

difficult to make an absolute distinction between contact
metamorphism and contact metasomatism; metasomatism is
certainly present in most of the rocks considered here, but
not all may have received appreciable accessions from the
magma.

Also, metamorphism of impure limestones such as these

can produce calc-silicate minerals without metasomatic
additions.

It is not known which intrusive event (or whether

both) caused these changes.

Metasomatic and metamorphic effects are not always
apparent on outcrop.

Some samples seem unmetamorphosed in

hand specimen, but contain fine tremolite laths, visible in
thin section.

In places, garnet dodecahedrons are abundant

on weathered surfaces; limestones and cherts appear to have
been bleached.

Closer to contacts with the intrusives,

limestone textures become coarser-crystalline and a wider
variety of gangue minerals and a few ore minerals were
observed.

These include epidote, malachite, azurite, iron

oxides, garnet, quartz, calcite, pyrite, and chalcopyrite.
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Impure marbles are common.

Numerous prospect pits are

located on and near the contact between the limestones and
intrusives.

Various other minerals were identified in thin section.
Scapolite, wollastonite, tremolite, anisotropic and isotropic garnets (probably andradite and/or grossularite),

anorthite, diopside, and magnetite were observed, in
addition to the minerals already mentioned.
some garnets are euhedral.

Scapolite and

Anhedral garnets with poikilo-

blastic texture and calcite inclusions are present.

Figure

30 is a photomicrograph of a tactite composed of epidote,
quartz, and calcite.
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Figure 30.

Photomicrograph of tactite from contact
metasomatic deposits in Devonian limestone; calcite (stained red), quartz,
and epidote. Crossed nicols. NWh NEh
section 8, T. 35 N., R. 53 E.
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TERTIARY SANDSTONE

The Tertiary sandstone unit is exposed only along the
eastern border of the mapped area, but is widely exposed
farther to the east, south, and west.

Lovejoy (1959) made

a reconnaissance survey of the Tertiary sandstones in the

Adobe Summit quadrangle (immediately to the east of the
Swales Mountain quadrangle).

He described them as massive

grey vitric tuffs composed of glass shards, crystals,

pumice fragments, and rock fragments; the crystals include
"quartz, plagioclase, green and brown hornblende, pyroxene,
and opaque iron ore" (Lovejoy, 1959).

Earlier, from the same

area, Van Houten (1956) had collected vertebrate fossils
which he assigned to the late Miocene or early Pliocene.

Evans and Hessin (in Evans and Ketner, 1971) found a few
vertebrate fossil fragments from the locality which also
suggest this age.

These rocks are compositionally similar

to and contiguous with the sandstones in the mapped area;
thus the latter are probably also late Miocene or early
Pliocene in age.

The sandstones in the mapped area are friable and
generally poorly exposed; one large outcrop of vitric tuff
exposes laminated and cross-laminated to massive strata,
with some channeling (Figure 31).

These rocks consist of
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Figure 31.

Note coarser
Outcrop of Tertiary sandstone.
NE4, section 34,
sediment at base of channel.
T. 36 N., R. 53 E.
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silts, sands, and vitric tuffs, which are composed of frag-

ments of quartz, feldspar, chert, and shale in a matrix of
silt or volcanic glass. shards.

Clinopyroxenes, magnetite,

and phosphatic fragments were also observed in thin section.
These epiclastic deposits are probably fluvial in origin, as
indicated by sedimentary. structures and mixed composition.
Cole and Armentrout.'s (1979) paleogeographic map of the

Miocene shows continental, volcanism and associated sedimen-

tation occurring in the Great Basin.

An acidic volcanic

source area is indicated for the. volcanic sediment with its
abundance of glass shards.

However, the, volcanism which pro-

duced these sediments must have occurred before 19 m.y.b.p.,
as about 16 m.y. ago basaltic volcanism began in the Basin
and Range province (McKee, 1971; Cole and Armentrout, 1979).
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STRUCTURE

The structural history of the map area is roughly
similar to that of other areas in Nevada at the same
longitude; i.e., the area was affected by the Antler orogeny

with concomitant emplacement of the Roberts Mountains
allochthon, by large-scale folding, and by the large-scale
normal faults which have produced the Basin and Range
topography.

In north-central Nevada, the ranges trend

north-northeast, and summits are generally 2,000 to 4,000
feet (610 to 1220 m) above adjacent basin floors.
Thrust faulting
Field evidence clearly indicates that the Vinini
Formation and the Devonian limestones in the map area
(Plate 1) were emplaced as part of the Roberts Mountains
allochthon during the Antler orogeny.

Precise age dating

using conodonts from the autochthonous Camp Creek turbidites
indicates that allochthon emplacement occurred during or
after late isosticha-Upper crenulata Zone time (late
Kinderhookian or possibly early Osagean time).

Devonian

strata directly overlie the Mississippian sequence in the
central part of the map area and are in turn overlain by the
Ordovician Vinini Formation.

In other places, the Devonian
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rocks are tectonically interleaved with the Ordovician
strata (see Plate 2).

In general, however, the Devonian

outcrops immediately surround the Mississippian autochthonous rocks, indicating that the Devonian strata were
carried into the area essentially at the base of the
allochthon.

Though not common, slickensides can be found in

cherts of the Vinini Formation.

It is unclear how far the allochthon in this region may
have traveled.

It appears certain that the. Ordovician rocks

originated farther west than the Devonian strata; thus, the

Devonian strata were incorporated into the base of the
allochthon as it progressed eastward.

Murphy (1968) stated

that the western facies rocks in the northern Roberts

Mountains have been displaced eastward at least 50 miles
(80 km) and the intercalated eastern facies rocks have a

maximum eastward component of displacement of 15 miles
(24 km) .

Folding

A large north-northeast-trending anticline (Plate 2)
is responsible for the overall elongate pattern in the
central part of the map.

This anticline plunges gently

north and south, with the autochthonous Camp Creek sequence
exposed in its core.

The timing of the folding is unclear,

although it must have occurred after the allochthon was
emplaced.
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Looking northward at thrust contact
between light-colored Camp Creek
sequence on right and dark Vinini
shales on left. NW4 NE4 section 27,
T. 36 N., R. 53 E.
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Normal faulting

There appear to have been at least two phases of high
angle normal faulting in the area.

One episode of faulting

is inferred by the presence of monzonite porphyry dikes
which likely intruded along pre-existing fault zones.

Further evidence for this is found to the west of the map
area (Evans and Ketner, 1971).

This faulting therefore

occurred before the emplacement of the monzonite porphyry
which is late Eocene or early Oligocene in age.

Another phase of faulting produced the large-scale
fault block topography characteristic of the region.

A

down-on-the-east buried fault is inferred to run northnortheastward somewhere near the eastern border of the
thesis area.

This faulting is probably Miocene in age and

related to the extensional tectonic regime which developed
high-angle normal faulting in the Great Basin region about
16 m.y. ago (McKee, 1971; Cole and Armentrout, 1979).
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GEOLOGIC HISTORY

The history of the area during Devonian time is little
understood, as autochthonous strata of that age are not
exposed.

Presumably they are present at depth.

According

to Johnson and Sandberg's (1977) paleogeographic maps, the
area was an outer shelf environment receiving carbonate
sediment during Early and Middle Devonian time (e.g., the
Denay Limestone).

It is not known how far west of the map

area the Devonian outer shelf-slope rocks present in the
allochthon originated, or even whether they all originated
in the same general area.

The Antler orogeny began to affect the continental
margin in the Late Devonian (Johnson and Pendergast, 1981).
An accretionary wedge, which was to become the allochthon,
formed to the west as oceanic crust descended into a

westward-dipping subduction zone; at the same time, foreland
epeirogeny was occurring (Johnson and Pendergast, 1981).
The allochthon, composed of telescoped oceanic offscrape,

was obducted onto continental crust during late Kinderhookian
and early Osagean time as incipient subduction of continental
crust occurred (Johnson and Pendergast, 1981).

As the

allochthon progressed over the foreland, Devonian strata were
picked up and carried along in its basal parts.
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The flysch trough probably formed as a result of the
down-bending of the continental crust on its way to incipient subduction (Johnson and Pendergast, 1981).

Depths

in the flysch trough probably reached 1,000 m (3,000 feet)
(Johnson and Pendergast, 1981).

Initially, micritic and

argillaceous sediment of the lower unit of the Camp Creek
sequence accumulated in the map area.

At some point in the

late Kinderhookian (during isosticha-Upper crenulata Zone

time), carbonate sands began pouring into the area in low
density turbidity currents, depositing the upper unit of
the Camp Creek sequence.

These sediments were derived

primarily from the Joana carbonate sand banks flanking the
trough on the east (cf. Gutschick et al., 1979, Figure 7).

Evidently, the allochthon moved into the area by the end of
isosticha-Upper crenulata Zone time, cutting up through the
sediments as it progressed toward its final resting place.

Thus, later effects of the Antler orogeny are not present
here and must be sought to the east in the upper parts of
the clastic wedge.
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CONODONT COLLECTIONS AND LOCALITIES

Conodonts reported by Gilbert Klapper Dec. 19, 1980, and
modified Feb. 13, 1981.

Section:

CIII

Location: NA SA section 4, T. 35 N., R. 53 E., on top of
ridge, south bank of Camp Creek.
Sample:

Footage:

CIII-1
0 ft.

(base of section)

Gnathodus punctatus (Cooper)
Siphonodella obsoleta Hass
S. cf. S. isosticha (Cooper)
S. sandbergi Klapper
S. quadruplicata (Branson & Mehl)
S. crenulata (Cooper)
Polygnathus inornatus Branson
P. communis communis Branson & Mehl
P. sp.
"Pseudopolygnathus" triangulus triangulus Voges
Pseudopolygnathus spp.
Elictognathus laceratus (Branson & Mehl)
E. bialatus (Branson & Mehl)

PaganTglas rugosa Branson & Mehl
P. glabra Ulrich & Bassler
Age:

The fauna of CIII-1 appears to belong to the iso-

sticha-Upper crenulata Zone (Sandberg et al., 1978, p. 115116; Sandberg, 1979, p. 100-101), which has been interpreted as latest Kinderhookian in age.

That the top of the

zone coincides exactly with the top of the Kinderhookian
has not been conclusively demonstrated, however.

Several
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of the critical species of the zone (and alsa of sample
CIII-1) e.g., G. punctatus and S. obsoleta, range across
the Kinderhookian-Osagean boundary as it is placed in southwestern Missouri and adjacent areas.

This sample contains

unequivocal evidence of reworked Siphonodella (S. sandbergi)
Thus, all that can be certain

and also Famennian Palmatolepis.

about the collection would have to be based on the range of
G. punctatus, which is demonstrably from upper Kinderhookian
into lower Osagean strata in southwestern Missouri and from
the isosticha-Upper crenulata Zone into lower Osagean in the
West (Sandberg, 1979, p. 100).

(A. Dombrowski & G. Klapper,

written commun., Sept. 3, 1980).
Sample:

Footage:

CIII-3
81 ft.

Gnathodus punctatus
Siphonodella obsoleta
S. cf. S. isosticha
S. quadruplicata
Polygnathus inornatus
P. c. communis
Pseudopolygnathus sp.
Age:

Part of the same fauna as that of CIII-1.

Section:

Location:

CII

NWT SW1/4 section 4, T. 35 N., R. 53 E., south

bank of Camp Creek.
Sample:

Footage:

CII-1
0 ft.

(base of section)
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Gnathodus punctatus
Siphonodella obsoleta
Polygnathus c. communis
P. sp.

Elictognathus laceratus
Belodella sp. (laboratory contamination?)
Age:

This fauna compares closely with that of CIII-1.

Sample:

CII-4

Footage 69 ft.

Gnathodus punctatus
Siphonodella obsoleta
S. quadruplicata
Polygnathus inornatus
Bispathodus sp.
Age:

This fauna compares closely with that of CIII-1.

Sample:

Footage:

CII -7

335 ft.

Gnathodus punctatus
Siphonodella obsoleta
S. quadruplicata
S. cf. S. isosticha
Polygnathus inornatus
P. C. communis
P. sp.

Pseudopolygnathus sp.
Palmatolepis glabra lepta Ziegler & Huddle
Age:

This fauna compares closely with that of CIII-1; note

again the reworked Famennian Palmatolepis.

Section:

Location:

LC

NEh SA section 33, T. 36 N., R. 53 E., north
bank of Louse Creek.
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Sample:

Footage:

LC-1

0 ft. (base of section)

Siphonodella sp.
Polygnathus sp.
Age:

Lower Carboniferous, zonally indeterminate.

As with

the majority of specimens in all of the following collections, the specimens of LC-1 are too small for confident
specific identification.
Sample:

Footage:

LC-2
30 ft.

Siphonodella sp.
Age:

As LC-1

Sample:

Footage:

LC-3
102 ft.

Gnathodus sp.
Siphonodella crenulata
S. obsoleta
S. cf. S. isosticha
sp.

Polygnathus sp.
P. C. communis
Elictognathus laceratus
Palmatolepis sp.
Age:

No older than the isosticha-Upper crenulata Zone,

because of the presence of Gnathodus sp.
data in Lane et al., 1980).
Sample:

Footage:

LC-4
213 ft.

(according to range
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Siphonodella sp.
Polygnathus c. communis
Age:

As LC-1

Sample:

Footage:

LC-6
448 ft.

Icriodus sp. (fragmentary)
Age:

Early Devonian.

Although too fragmentary for specific

identification, the kind of Icriodus represented is restricted to the Lower Devonian.

Section:

Location:

BB

SEA Wks' section 4, T. 35 N., R. 53 E.

Section

begins approximately 3 ft. above bed of Camp
Creek (north bank).
Sample:

Footage:

BB-1
0 ft.

(base of section)

Gnathodus. sp.

Siphonodella sp.
Polygnathus c. communis
Age:

As BB-6

Sample:

Footage:

BB-3
47 ft.

Gnathodus sp.
Siphonodella sp.
Age:

As BB-6
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Sample:

Footage:

BB-5
135 ft.

Gnathodus sp.
Siphonodella obsoleta
S. sp.
Polygnathus communis communis
P. sp.
Age:

As BB-6

Sample:

Footage:

BB-6
155 ft.

Gnathodus punctatus
G. sp.

Siphonodella obsoleta
S. sp.

Polygnathus communis communis
Age:

Part of the same fauna as that of CIII-1.

No older

than isosticha-Upper crenulata Zone, because of the presence
of Gnathodus sp.

(according to range data in Lane et al.,

1980). Siphonodella obsoleta ranges from the sandbergi Zone
into the early Osagean in some areas (op. cit.).

